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Reviewer's report:

The authors have been very responsive and their effort to incorporate the suggested modifications is appreciated, but a couple of minor points should be addressed:

Page 12, Line 15: "20 higher" would be incorrect. Since AHR=2.19, the risk of poor health outcomes among children born of pregnancies that were both unwanted and unplanned was "2.19 times" (or "119% higher than") the risk among children born of wanted and/or planned pregnancies.

Figure 1: Consider replacing the label "Till when did she exclusively breast feed?" by a more standard "Exclusive breastfeeding duration".

Are the methods appropriate and well described?  
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.
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Does the work include the necessary controls?  
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?  
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?  
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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Quality of written English
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Needs some language corrections before being published
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